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Let L be a complete filtered Lie algebra and n G, its associated graded algebra. 
In this paper we shall show that it is possible in many cases to determine all L’s 
giving rise to a particular n G,. Let H”’ be the Spencer cohomology groups of 
n G,. In the graded algebras that we shall study, we will obtain cohomological 
elements c E H”,’ and ni E Hom(G,, Hnzl) (i= 0, . . . . n - 1) satisfying certain struc- 
tural equations. These invariants c and yi together with the actions of the 
automorphism group of n G, and the group A‘ of n-maps on the invariants 
completely determine L provided no “higher obstructions” exist. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A complete filtered Lie algebra (over a field of characteristic zero) is a 
Lie algebra with a decreasing sequence of subalgebras L = L-, 3 L, 3 
L, zL, I ... such that 
(a) njLj =0; 
(b) CL,, Lj] c L,+j (by convention CL-,, LPI] =O); 
(c) dim Li/Li+I < GO; 
(d) ifxELi(i>O)and [L,x]cLi, thenxELi+l; 
(e) whenever (xi) is a sequence in L such that xi - xi+1 E Li (i20), 
then there exists an x E L such that x-xi E Li for each i 2 0. 
A graded Lie algebra is a Lie algebra nF= --1 G, such that 
(a) CGi, Gjl c G,+i; 
(b) dim Gi < co; 
(c) if xEGj (i>O) and [G-,, x] =0 then x=0. 
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An isomorphism of two filtered Lie algebras is a Lie algebra 
isomorphism preserving the filtration. Similarly, an isomorphism of two 
graded algebras is a Lie algebra isomorphism perscrving the gradation. 
Any graded algebra may be made into a filtered algebra by letting L, = 
G‘, x G,, 1 x . . Conversely, if L is a liltcred algebra, the bracket operation 
on L induces a bracket operation on G, = nT_ , L,,!L,>, , We call G, 
the associuted graded ulgehra of L. 
Examples of complete filtered Lit algebras may be obtained in the 
following manner. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and D(K”) be the 
set of all formal vector fields 
7 
x= c X’(x 1, . . . . ,y,) A, 
I c9, 
where X’ E K[ [x, , . . . . x,]]. Then D(K”) is a Lie algebra under the usual 
bracket 
If we define /I”( K”) to be those XE D(K”) where each X’ has no terms of 
degree k or less, then D(K”) has the natural filtration 
D(K”)~D’(K”)~D’(K”)~D’(K”)~ . . . . 
A closed trunsifioe Lie Algebra is a subalgcbra L c D(Kn) satisfying 
(a) for each t’ E K”, there exists an XE 1, such that X(0) = 1;; 
(b) L c D(K”) is closed in the natural topology; i.e., if XE D(K”) and 
for each i there exists an X, E I, such that X and X, agree on terms up to 
order i, then XE L. 
If we let L, =@(K”)n L, then Lz Lo 3 L, 2 L, I ... is a complete 
filtered Lie algebra. Two such algebras arc isomorphic exactly when they 
are equivalent by a formal change of coordinates. The graded algebra of L 
may be obtained by replacing each XE L with its lowest orderd term. 
Guillemin and Sternberg [2] proved that every complete filtered Lie 
algebra is isomorphic to a closed transitive subalgebra of D(K”). 
If 11 G,, is a graded algebra, then Go is a linear Lie algebra acting faith- 
fully on G , by CC,,, G , ] c G , . We may consider G,, (p > 0) to be a 
subspace of the symmetric multilinear maps of G , x . . . x G , (p + I 
times) into G. , (denoted by V@.S”“(V*), V=G. i) in the following 
way. If XE G, and c,,, . . . . I:,, E G , define ,YE V@ S”’ ‘(k’*) by 
K(q), . ..) I;,) = [ ’ [[X, C”], I‘, 1: . . . . r:,] 
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Using the Jacobi identity and the fact that [G _ i, G _ 1] = 0, it is easy to see 
that X(uO, . . . . up) is symmetric in uO, . . . . up. The bracket operation on n GP 
is then 
In particular, if X E G, (p > 0) and u E G ~ i , then 
[IT, U](Vl, . ..) VP) = X(v, 211, ...) VP). (2) 
Conversely, if we are given a sequence V= G_ i, G,,, G,, . . . with G, c 
V@ Sp+ ‘( V*), then n G, is clearly a graded algebra under the bracket 
operation (1) if [G,, Gy] c G,,,. 
Now suppose we have a finite sequence V= G-i, Go, . . . . G,_ i with 
G, c V@SPtl( V*) and let [G,, Gq] c G,,, for p, q, and p+q all less 
than IZ. We shall consider the restriction on subspaces G, c I/@ Si”( V*) 
(i > n) that allows n G, to be a graded algebra. 
Define the first prolongation A’P of a subspace P c V@ Sp+‘( V*) to be 
the subspace of maps TE V@ S*+‘( V*) such that for all fixed UE V, 
T(u, 01, . . . . up) E P. We may define the kth prolongation AkP inductively by 
n’nk- ‘P. Equation (2) now translates to 
G, c A’G,_,. (3) 
Also [G,, G,] c G, ; therefore, G, must be an invariant subspace under 
this representation. Finally, [G,, G,] c G, whenever p <n, q < n, and 
p + q = n; hence, we are not allowed to choose G, too small. If such a G, 
can be selected, then we are guaranteed at least one graded algebra 
containing G,. 
Given a linear Lie algebra G,, acting on G _ i, in practice we may often 
compute all possible graded algebras arising from G _ i and G,. For exam- 
ple, let G-i = R2 and Go be a subalgebra of gZ(2, R). The prolongation 
n1Go of G, consists of the subspace of bilinear maps T: G-i x GP1 --f G- 1 
such that for v E G ~ i, T(u) E G,. We shall represent elements T E A’G, by 
matrices 
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where if {e, , ez ) is the canonical basis for R’, 
T(e,, ei) = ufie, + ute2. 
Hence, ‘I‘EA’G,, if and only if, when the first or last column of the matrix 
is omitted, the remaining matrix is an element of G,. So if 
G, = 
then 
In general, we shall write an element of A”G, in the form 
I 
UII...l I a, . . 
I u12 ..2 I . 2 ... . uz2 ..2 
2 7 7 
UII. ai.. ui2...2 
2 
1 12 “. u22 .2 > 
Hence, the prolongations of 
Gn = 
are 
Given a graded algebra 11 G,, we would like to determine all complete 
filtered algebras giving rise to n G,. In previous works [2. 3, 10, 131 
sufficient conditions have been given for a complete liltered algebra to be 
isomorphic to its graded algebra. In this paper we shall show that, 
provided certain conditions hold, it is possible to construct a theory that 
determines all complete filtered algebras having a certain graded algebra. 
2. THE SPEXER COHOMOLWY 
Given a graded algebra fl G,, define C”,’ to be the space of skew- 
symmetric multilinear maps c: G , x . .. x G. , (.j times) + Gi I. Define 
the coboundary operator d: C’.’ 4 C’ ‘.‘-I by 
(dc)(cl, .‘.T l’j+ 1)=x (- I)k [C(Cl, . . . . fir, . . . . ZJ,, I), PkJ 
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Then a’=O. The resulting cohomology groups will be denoted by 
H”‘(n GP) (i, j 3 0) or simply by H’J if it is clear to which graded algebra 
we are referring. These cohomology groups are called the Spencer 
cohomology groups of n G,. 
For A E G, we may define a map from C’s’ to itself by c -+ cA where 
CA(U1, . ..) Vi) = [A, c(v1, . ..) Vi)] - 1 c(u1, . ..) [A, Vk], . ..) Vi). 
k 
It is easy to show that (i3c)” = a(~“); hence, we have an induced action 
of G, on Hi,’ denoted by 5 + 5”. An element 5 E HLj is invariant if t” = 0 
for all A E G,. The set of invariant elements of the cohomology group H’J 
will be denoted by (EP)‘. 
We shall find the following proposition of Kobayashi and Nagano [8] 
useful. The proof of the proposition follows quickly from the definition of 
the cohomology groups H&j. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let n G, be a graded algebra. Then 
(a) Ho,’ = G_,; 
(b) H’,‘=Ofor i> 1; 
(c) Ho,’ = gZ(G-,)/Go; 
(d) Hi%’ = .41Gi-l/Gi for i> 1. In particular, H’s’=0 if and only if 
A%- 1 = Gi. 
If y E Hom(G,, CA’) and < E Ci+‘sk, define 5 . n E Cik+’ to be 
t ’ dvlT . ..) Vk+l) = l/&! I!) i%a&+i tsgn al v(<(vo(l)T ..? uo(k)))(v~(k+l)~ . ..? 
Z),(k+ [)). We must show now that 5 . y makes sense in cohomology. 
2.2. LEMMA. 
5 . r(v1, m-*9 v k+l) = (- l)k(k+l)/* c 
il< <ik 
xc-11 i’+ .” ‘“q(&l,,, . ..) UC)) 
x (u,, . ..) Cl,, . ..) Cik’ . ..) Q+[). 
ProoJ: Let S be the subgroup of Sk+ I that sends 1, . . . . k to 1, . . . . k (and 
k + 1, . . . . k+Z to k+ 1, . . . . k + I). Note that SE Sk x S,. Define x= 
nil< <ik ESk+l ‘v 
1 2...k k+l . . . k+l 
. . 
11 12 . ” lk 1 . . . > i, .-.ik . ..k+Z . 
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We claim that the XS are exactly the left cosets of S in Sk-,. Suppose 
T E Sk I, is given by 
1 2...k+l 
’ j, .i2 ... jk . I > 
Define 7c to be the permutation reordering j,, . . . . .ji, so that they are in 
increasing order and also reordering jk + , , . . . . jk +, so that they too are in 
increasing order. Then n 'T ES or 5 E 6. 
There are exactly (k + /)!/I?! I! such IL’S and the index of S in S, , , is also 
(k + I)!,‘k! I!; hence, Sk +, is the disjoint union of all the 7cSs. Since 
egg=‘,+.. +r:,el-12-t -k 
=(-l)i, I ,~~+k(k+,):?. 
we have 
5.rl(u*, ..., t’a+,) 
=(-l)W;1).2 1 (-1)!1 1 .- ik 
nE:“‘,< : c ‘i; I 
xdt(“,(l,t .“> c,(k)))(c,,k - 1): ...> hr,k+/,) 
= ( _ , )k(k T 1 P2 c (-1)” + ” +1i 
i, c ,: lk 
x r,l(<( II;, , . . . . c’, ))(u, , . ..) d,, , . . . . fib, . ..) Uk + ,). 
2.3. PROPOSITION. (!(r . 9) = ( - 1)” 5. (2~). 
Proof: By the lemma 
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=(-l)W+lPC(-l)j 
x c (-l)il+ .” +ik-E(j) [y(&l,,, . ..) u. )) & 
ilc <ig+ 
ip # i 
where s(j) is the position of j in i,, . . . . ik. So we have 
C-1) 
k(k+WC (-1)’ 1 (-,)i,+ ...+ied.O 
.i i1-c <ik 
in # i 
X CV(4(‘il, ‘*.> ‘tk))(vl> ...> fii,, ...> cj, ...> fiiky ‘..> ok+/+ I), ujl 
= (_ qW+ I)/2 C C (-l)il+ .‘. +ik+j+&j)+k 
il< <ik j#il,...,ik 
where S(j) is the position ofj in il, . . . . ik. This last expression is equal to 
(-l)k(-l)k(k+W ,<“<, (-l)i’+...+ik 
x c (- l)j+s(j) [I,/(&,, . ..) VJ) 
j # il. ___, ik 
X (V,, ...) Bi,, ...) ~j, ...) O,, ...) vk+l+l), Vi] 
=(-l)k(-l)k(k+W i,<“<,k (-lY’+.‘.+ik 
X ‘JV(t(‘Jil, ...> ‘Jik))(vl, ...> cil, ...T $1, .-*) v^ik, .“> ok+/+ 1) 
=(-1)k5.(all)(V1,...,yk+1+1). 
We now know that for 5 E Ci+‘*k and r E Hom(G,, Hh’), 5. v] E HAk+l, 
It is known that G, EL if certain Spencer cohomology groups vanish. 
We shall generalize these results by showing that we may often define 
certain elements in Hi-j(n GP) which determine up to isomorphism 
all complete filtered Lie algebras L with graded algebra G, such that 
G,gnGG,. 
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3. EXISTENCE OF AN (n+ 1) BRACKET 
Let n G,, be a graded Lie algebra. Observe that any complete liltcred 
Lie algebra L is isomorphic to its associated graded algebra as a vector 
space in the following way. Choose a basis for each L,/L, + t and define a 
map L,;‘L, , , + L by choosing a representative for each basis element and 
extending linearly. By axiom (e) in the definition of a complete filtered Lie 
algebra n (L,/L, + ,) --f L is an isomorphism of vector spaces; hence, we 
may identify I, with 17 G, as a vector space. Under this identification WC 
shall attempt to place a new bracket on [I G,, in place of the usual graded 
Lie algebra bracket. We wish this new bracket to give 1.1 G,, the structure 
of a complete filtered Lit algebra isomorphic to 15 where n G, is this 
associated graded algebra of the new filtered algebra. In general it is dif- 
ficult to analyze such brackets; however, if we insist that the new bracket 
agree with the graded bracket up to the nth level. a condition often arising 
in practice, then matters are more reasonable. 
Let [ . ] be the usual bracket on rI G,,. In this section we shall let 
L, =G,, xc,,., x . .. when there is no confusion. Define an n-hruckef on 
fl G, to bc a skew-bilinear map 
satisfying 
(a) for XEL,, YEL,: [X, Y]; - [X. Y]EL,+,- ,; 
(b) if X, Y, ZEN G,, then [A’, [Y, .Z]L]k + [Z, [X. Y];]; + 
IlK rz. x1:,1:7 EL,- I’ 
If IX y1:, - LX Yl E 4, I for A’, Yen G,,, then we shall say that [ , ]i, 
is a flat n-bracket. We shall denote [A’, [Y, Z]:];, + [Z, [A’, Y];]; + 
[Y, [Z, A’]:,]:, by ./;(A’, Y, Z). When the context is clear we shall simply 
write J’(X, Y. Z) and [X, Y]‘. 
Let us first examine the case when [ , 1’ is a O-bracket. Define a skew- 
symmetric map C: G I x G , -+ G , by 
C(u, 1:) = [u, v]’ (mod L,) (u, L’ E G ) I; 
By definition C --‘.3 = 0; hence, zC:= 0. Let CE Ho,2 be the clement in 
cohomology represented by ?. The following proposition is found in the 
paper of Guillcman and Sternbcrg [2]. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. LA [ ~ 1' he a 0-hrucket on fl G,,. If [ . 1’ i.s u 
1 -bracket, then 
(a) c c = (,J = 0; 
lb) c is invariunt. 
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P~OOJ Define d: C-, x G-I + Go by 
d(u, v) = C(u, v) - [u, v]’ (mod L,). 
Then for U, v, WEG-, 
C2(u, 21, w) = C(C(u, v), w) + C(C(v, w), u) + C(C(w, u), v) 
= [C(u, u) - [u, u]‘, w]’ + [F(v, w) - [v, w]‘, u]’ 
+ [C(w, 2.4) - [w, u]‘, VI’ (mod Lo) 
= -dd(u, v, w). 
In cohomology c2 = 0. 
Now let A E G,, and define S(A) E Hom(G- i, G,) by 
W)(v) = CA, VI’ - C.4 VI (mod Ll 1; 
then for u, VEG-~, 
CA(U, v)= [A, C(u, v)] -C([A, u], u)-C(u, [A, v]) 
= c CA VI’ - CA ul, VI - [II‘4 VI’ - CA 01, ul 
= iYqA)(u, v) 
(mod LJ 
which proves (b). 
Notice that (a) and (b) are just the first-order Cartan structural 
equations in [a]. 
Now consider the case when [ , ] is a flat n-bracket for II 3 1. Define 
C: G-, XC-, +G,el by 
C(u, v) = [u, v]’ (mod L,). 
Then C is skew-bilinear. For U, v, w E G ~ i, 
-c%(u, v, w) = [C(u, v), w] + [C(u, w), 2.41 + [E(w, u), u] 
= CC% VI’, WI + CC& WI’, ul+ CC% ul’, VI 
= J’(u, u, w) (mod h-d 
= 0, 
(mod L-A 
since [X, Y]’ - [X, Y] EL,- I ; hence, C represents an element c E H”,2. 
Define~i:GixG-l+G,_l (i=O ,..., n-1)by 
vli(A v) = [IA, VI’ - CA VI (mod L,). 
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For AEGi and u. CEG-, 
zil,(A)(u, cl= CVI,(A, u), cl- [rl,(A, ~1, ~1 
= [[A, u-j’- [A, u], t:] - [[A, c]‘- [A, v], u] (mod 4, ,I 
= [[A, u]‘- [A, u], u]‘- [[A, c-J’- [A, c], u]’ 
+ .I’( A, u, o) (mod L ,) 
= [[u, A], t:]‘+ [[A, c]u]‘+ [[c, u], A]’ (mod 4, A 
= CCu, Al, ul+ CC4 cl, ul+ CCC, ~1. Al 
= 0. 
So ,1, represents an element vi E Hom(Gi, II”.‘) for i= 0, . . . . II - 1. 
We shall find the following lemmas useful. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let X, Y, Z E L, and [ , 1’ he an n-bracket (n >, 1 ), then 
.7(X. Y, Z)E L,. 
Proof If CE G , , then by axiom (d) in the definition of a complete 
filtered Lie algebra it suffices to show that [c, J’(X, Y, Z)] EL,, I. But 
[t;, J’(X, Y, Z)] (mod L J 
= [c, J’(X, Y, Z)]’ (mod L,, , ) 
= [c,*/‘(X, Y,Z)]‘+J’([X, Y]‘. z, 1’) 
+ J’( [Z, Xl’, Y, c) +.I’( [ Y, Z]‘, x, c) WdL,, J 
=J’([ti,X]‘, Y,Z)+J’(X, [Y,c]‘,Z) 
+.I’(x, Y, [c, Z]‘) (mod L, ,I 
= 0. 
3.3. LEMMA. Le/ [ , 1’ be a jlat n-bracket (n 3 1): then for X, YE L,, 
[X, Y]’ - [X, Y] E I,,,. 
Proof1 Let CE G_ ,, then 
Cr, rx, Yl’- rx Yll (mod L ,I 
= cc, IX, Yl’l + CY, cc, XII + LX, c K cl1 (mod L J 
=J’(tl, x, Y) (mod 4, - I ) 
= 0. 
We now state and prove the main result of this section. 
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3.4. THEOREM. Let [ , 1’ be a j7at n-bracket (n L 1). If [ , ] is an 
(n + 1)-bracket, then the following equations hold: 
(4 dX 4 = ilo(WA - ~~(4~ (4 BE GJ; 
(b) T~[A,B]=~]~(B)~ (AeGO, BeGi, i=l,..., n-l); 
(C) qi[A,B]=O (AEG~, BEGq,P+q=i,P, 421); 
(d) cA =YI&~) .iln- 1 (A E Go); 
64 c.q,-1 =o; 
(f) dA . r/n- 1 = 0 (A E G,); 
(g) aA~yi-l=-~i(A)~q,~l (AeGi, i=l,...,n-1). 
ProojI We prove (a). The proofs of (bt(g) are similar. Suppose [ , 1’ 
is an (n + 1 )-bracket. Then for A, BE G, and u E G-i, 
YIo([A Bl, u)- vloW (v) + %MB (~1 
= YIdC4 Bl, Q) - CA %(4 v)l + %,(B, CA ~1) 
+ CB, %,(A u)l - rlo(4 Cf4 ~1) 
= CC4 Bl, ul’ + [B, [A, ul]’ - [A, [B, u]]’ + J’(B, A, u) 
+ [%A& 01, Al + [I& %,(A, u)l (mod L) 
= CuC4 Bl’- CA, WI’+ CC4 VI’- [A, u] -&(A, u), B-J’ 
+ CA, CB, ~1’ - CB, 01 - @o(B, u)]’ (mod U 
= -aTAB, 
where rAB E G, is the element induced by [A, B]‘- [A, B] EL,. So (a) is 
proved. 
We have now demonstrated cohomological conditions that a flat 
n-bracket [ , 1’ on n G, must satisfy in order for [ , 1’ to give n G, the 
structure of a complete filtered Lie algebra whose graded algebra is n G,. 
4. EXTENSION OF AN ~-BRACKET TO A LIE ALGEBRA BRACKET 
We shall now prove a converse of Theorem 3.4. If [ , 1’ is an n-bracket 
on a graded algebra n G,, we find conditions under which we can 
construct an (n + l)-bracket extending [ , I’. That is, the new n-bracket 
[ , 1” is [ , 1’ plus terms in G, xG,+i x . . . . The ultimate aim is to 
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establish criteria under which [ , 1’ may be extended to be a Lie algebra 
bracket on n G, giving n G,, the structure of a complete filtered Lie 
algebra whose associated graded algebra is 1.1 G, under the usual bracket. 
In the following proposition we shall construct a skew-bilinear map 
CT: n G, x fl G,, -+ G,, 
such that if [ , 1’ is a O-bracket, then 
[X, Y]‘,= [X. Y]‘+G(X. Y) 
is a l-bracket. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let [ , 1’ he a 0-hrucket on fl G, and supposr 
(a) (2 = 0. 
(b) CE (E&)‘. 
Then there exists u l-bracket on fl G, e.utending [ , 1’. 
ProoJ Let A E Go. Since C* = 0, there exists a linear map d,: G , -+ G,, 
such that CA = ?d,, . Define (T: G,, x G- , + G, by 
a(A, c)=d,(c)-([A, cl’- [A, c], (mod L, 1 
and let a(c, A) = -a( A, c). WC must show 
J”(X, Y, Z) = [X[ Y, Z]“]” + [Z, [X, Y]“]” + [Y, [Z, Xl”1” 
to be in L,, for A’, Y, ZgflG,,. For AEGO and U, KEG , 
J”(A, u, t:) (mod 4,) 
=J’(A, u. c)- [v, a(A, u)]‘+ [u, a(A, u)]’ (mod L) 
= J’(A, u, L.)-- &f,(u, u) - [u, [A, u]‘] + [u, [A, c]‘] (mod LO) 
=J’(A. u: r) - F*(u, u) - [u, [A, u]‘] + [u, [A, c]‘] (mod L,) 
= [A, [u, cl’-C(u, c)] + [c, [A, u]‘- [A, u]]‘- [u, [A, c]’ 
-.- [A> z:]]‘- [c, [A, u]‘] + [u, [A, cl’] (mod Ld 
By (a) there exists a skew-bilinear map d: G , x G-, + G, such that 
ad= 2’. Defining CT: G-, x G , + G,, by a(u, u) = d(u, c), we have 
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J”(U, v, w) (mod LJ 
= J’(& v, w) + cu, 4% WI1 + cw 4% VI) + cv, o(w, u)l 
= J’(u, v, w) + dd(u, v, w) (mod Lo) 
= J’(u, v, w) + C2(u, v, w) (mod Lo) 
= [C(u, v) 2 [u, v]‘, w]’ + [C(v, w) - [v, w]‘, u]’ 
+ [C(w, u) - [w, u]‘, v]’ (mod 4,) 
= W% v, w) - CC% VI, WI - CC& WI, ul - ccw ul, VI 
= 0. 
(mod LJ 
Defining g: n G, x n GP --* GO as above on G _ r and GO and letting o be 
zero elsewhere, then one easily verifies that J”(X, Y, 2) E LO and that the 
other conditions for [ , I” to be a l-bracket are satisfied; hence, [ , 1” is 
indeed a l-bracket extending [ , 1’. 
We now proceed to the case where [ , 1’ is a flat n-bracket, IZ > 1. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let [ , 1’ be aflat n-bracket on n G, with n z 1 and 
suppose equations (a) through (g) of Th eorem 3.4 are satisfied. Then there 
exists an (n + 1)-bracket on n G, extending [ , I’. 
Proof. We shall construct a skew-bilinear map cr: n G, x JJ G, -+ G, 
such that if we define [ , I” by 
[Jr, Y-y’ = [X, Y]’ + 0(X, Y), 
then [ , 1’ is an (n + 1 )-bracket. 
We shall first consider the case where A, BE GO and v E G_ 1. By (a) of 
Theorem 3.4 
for some dAB E G,. Define CT: GO x G, -+ G, by 
o(A, B) = -dAB - (CA, Bl’- CA, Bl) (modL+A. 
Clearly O- is skew-bilinear, and 
J”(A, B, v) (mod L) 
= J’(A, B, v) + [v, a(A, B)]’ (mod L) 
= J’(A, B, v) + ad,,(v) - [Iv, [A, B]’ - [A, B]] (mod LJ 
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= .\‘(A, B, t:) + ijo( [A, B], t.) -t&,(B)” (c) + &,(A 1” (c) 
- [c, [A: B]‘- [A, B]] (mod L) 
= J’tA, B, t.) + [[A, B], u]’ 
- CA, %,(B, 1:) + CB, CA, till’ + CB, M.4. ~13 
- [A. [B, cl]‘- [c, [A, B]‘- [A, B]] (mod -$,I 
=[A, [B,c]‘-[&I:]-&(B,c)]-[B. [A,c]‘-[A.c]-ij,(A,r)] 
+ [c, [A, B]‘- [A, B]]‘- [t., [A. B]‘- [A, B]] (mod L! 
= 0. 
Suppose now that A E G,, BEG, (l<i<n), and CEG..~. Since 
q, [A, B] = ij,(B)A, there exists a d,,,, E G,, such that 
L?d,, L) =ij,[A, B] -ij,(B)A. 
Let 
IT: G,, x G, + G,, 
be defined by 
a(A. B)= -d,, -(CA, Bl’- [A, Bl) (mod L + I 1. 
Then D is bilinear. If we define a(B, A) to be -a(A, B). one can verify that 
J”(A, B, c)EL,,. 
Next consider the case A E G,, BE G,, (p + q = i and p, (I > 1). By (c) of 
Theorem 3.4 there exists an element d,, E G, such that 
)?, [A, B] = Zd,,,. 
Let U: G, x G, + G, be given by 
a(A, B)= -d,, - (CA, Bl’ - CA, Bl) (mod L , I1 
and let C( B, A) = - a( A, B). The map CJ is skew-bilinear and a calculation 
shows .I”( A, B, D) E L,,. 
Now let A E G,, and U, t‘~ G-,. Since dA .qn i =O, there exists a map 
d,:G , + G,, such that Zd, = 3A . q ,,.. , . Defining CJ: G,, x G , + G, by 
a(A, c)=d,(ti)-([A, cl’- [A, c]) (mod I-, + 1 1, 
CJ is linear in G ,, and by choosing a basis (A,) for G, and considering 
the maps d,,: G , -+ G,,, we may also assume that (T is linear in G,,. 
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Letting (~(0, A) = -o(A, v), one verifies through a calculation that 
J”(A, 24, 0) EL,. 
Next consider the case where A E Gi, 1 <i< IZ. By (f) of Theorem 3.4 
there exists a map dA : G-i -+ G, such that 
Let 0: Gi x G_, -+ G,-, be given by 
44 fJ) = dA(U) - (CA, ul’ - CA, fJl- ViM 0)) (mod L + 1 1. 
As in the previous case we may assume o is bilinear. If c+zi, A) = -o(A, u), 
then J”(A, U, V) EL,. 
If AEGO and U, v~G_i, then there exists a map dA: G-, -+G, with 
ad, =c”-fj,(A)+j,-, 
since c~=~,JA).~+~. Define c G,,xG-, +G, by 
44 VI= -d.Jo) - ([IA, ~1’ - CA 01 - %(A, 0)) (mod -L + 1 ). 
Letting g(v, A) = -a(A, u), we may assume (T to be bilinear as before. 
Again a calculation shows J”(A, u, v) (mod L,) = 0. 
Finally, consider the case U, u, WEG~,. We must define (T: 
G-, x G_, + G, such that J”(u, 0, w) E L,. By (e) of Theorem 3.4 there 
exists a map d: G-i xGP, -+G,, such that ad=F.fnml. Then O(U, v)= 
d(u, U) is the necessary map. 
Defining rs: n G, x n GP -+ G, as above on G-,, . . . . G, and zero else- 
where, J”(X, Y, Z)E L,. It is easy to verify that [X, Y]“- [X, Y] E 
Lj+ j+ 1 for XE L,, YE Lj. The proof of the proposition is now complete. 
Next we demonstrate conditions under which any n-bracket may be 
extended to be an (n + 1)-bracket. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let [ , 1’ be an n-bracket on n G, with n 2 1. 
If H”,’ = H”x2 = H”a3 =O, then there exists an (n + 1)-bracket on n G, 
extending [ , I’. 
ProoJ: As in the previous propositions our aim is to define a skew- 
bilinear map 0: n G, x n G, + G, such that 
[X, Y]” = [X, Y]’ + 0(X, Y) 
is an (n + 1 )-bracket. 
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For X, YE L,, delinc a map h,,: G , + G,, , by 
hx,(c)=J’(X, Y, c) (mod L,). 
Then hx, represents an element in I?“.’ since 
al,,(c) = [J’(X, Y, u), c] - [J’(X, Y, G), u] (mod L ,) 
= [J’(X, Y, u), c]‘- [J’(X, Y, t.), u]’ l tJ’(X, [Y, ul’, c) 
+ .I’( Y, 1;, [X, u]‘) + J’(X, u, [Y, c]‘) +.f’( Y, [X, L.]‘, u) 
+2J’(c. 4 [X, Y]‘) (mod L, ,I 
=J’(X, [u, c]‘: Y)+J’(u, [X, Y]‘, c) (mod 4, - l 1 
= 0. 
Define cx: G , xc;-, -+G,,. , by 
c,(u, c) =.7(X, u, t’) (mod L) 
for XE L,. Considering 
-f?c.y(u, t’, w) = [J’(X, u, t’), w] + [J’(X, I;. w), zr] 
+ [J’(X, u’, u), c] (mod L,, ,I 
= [.7(X, u, c’), M.]‘+ [J’(X, 1:, w), 141’ 
+ [J’(X, LL‘, u), ti]’ + J’(X. [u, l-l’, w) 
+ 2J’(v, [X, U-J’, M.) + 2J’(u, [t’, Xl’, 12,) 
+ 2J’(u, [X, WI’, t’) + J’(X, [M’, u]‘, c) 
+J’(X, [ti, WI’, u) (mod 4, J 
= [X, J’(u, t:, w)] + J’( [X, u]‘, L‘, w) 
+ J’( [X, c]‘, u, w) + J’( [X, WJ’, L’, u) (mod L J 
= 0, 
(‘x represents an element in H”.*. 
Finally, define d: G , x G , x G I 4 G,. , by d(u, c:, br)=J’(u, t:, w) 
(mod L,,). then 
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wt, 4 f4 w) = Ct, 4% 21, w)] + [d(t, v, w), u] 
+ cv, 4t, 4 w)l + C46 u, VI, WI 
= Ct, J’(u, f-4 w)]’ + [J’(t, v, w), u]’ 
+ [v, J’(t, u, w)]’ + [J’(t, u, v), w]’ 
+ 2J’(U, t, [u, WI’) + 2J’(w, t, [u, II]‘) 
+ 2J’(v, t, [w, u]‘) + 2J’(w, [t, VI’, u) 
+ 2J’(V, [w, t]‘, 24) 
+ 2J’(w, v, [t, u]‘) (mod 4-J 
= J’(u, t, [v, WI’) + J’(w, t, [u, VI’) 
+ J’(D, t, [w, u]‘) + J’(u, w, [t, VI’) 
+ J’(u, u, [w, t-y) + J’(w, 0, [t, 2.41’) (mod LA 
=o; 
hence, d also represents an element in cohomology. 
Notice that if XE L,, YE Lj with i + j = n, then b,,(v) = 0. Similarly, if 
XELn+l, then cX = 0. 
We now define CJ: n G, x JJ G, -+ G,. Since H”,’ = 0, there exists 
gXy E G, such that aaxr = b,,. This gxy induces a skew-bilinear map 
(3:L,xL,+G,. 
Since Hns2 = 0, there exists a map rX: GP1 -+ G, such that dz, = cX. 
Choosing a basis (Xi} for L, and considering the maps zX, : G_ r + G,, we 
have an induced map 
z: L, x G-, + G, 
that is linear in both G-, and Lo. 
There exists a map ~1 G-, x G_, -+ G, such that a,u = -d by the fact 
that H”s2 = 0. We can now define g: JJ G, x l-J G, + G,. If X, YE Lo and 
u, VEG-,, let 
o(z4 + x, v + Y) = p(u, v) + 0(X, Y) + 7(X, v) - z( Y, u). 
The final step in proving [ , I” t o b e an (n + 1)-bracket is checking that 
J”(X, Y, 2) E L,. We check that J”(U) v, w) E L, for u, v, w E G- 1. The 
other cases are handled similarly. We have 
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J”(U, 1;, rv) (mod L) 
=.I’(u, c, M’)+ [u, a(c, iv)]‘+ [w, a(u, c)]’ 
+ [o, c(M., u)]’ (mod L,) 
= .I’(& t:, w) + 2p(u. c, M’) (mod L,) 
= .I’(& l?, w) - d(u, c, w) (mod L,) 
= 0. 
We summarize the results of this section in the following two theorems. 
4.4. THEORF.M. Let [ . ]’ be a O-bracket on 1 I G,, and suppose 
(a) c2 = 0; 
(b) (‘E (Hn.2)‘. 
Jf Hk. ’ = Hk.’ = H”.’ = 0 for k > 0, then there exists u complete Jiltered Lie 
algebra hrucket [ , I,, on n G, extending [ , 1’ such that n Gp under the 
usual bruckct is the associated graded algebra of‘ this compiete j2tered Lie 
ulgehra. 
Proqf. Let [ , 1’ be a O-bracket on 1-1 G,,. By Proposition 4.1 there 
exists a l-bracket [ ) ]‘, on n G, extending [ , 1’. Proposition 4.3 tells us 
there is a 2-bracket [ , 1; on n G,, extending [ , 11. Continuing, we 
obtain an n-bracket [ , ]I extending [ . I;, ,. If A’, YE]-] G,,, then 
[‘K y-J; - cx y1; I EL,, for n 20. By axiom (e) of the definition, a 
complete filtered Lie algebra, the operation [X7 Y],* = lim[X, Y]: exists; 
therefore, we have a complete filtered Lie algebra bracket on n G, extending 
[ , 1’. By the definition of an n-bracket it is clear that the associated 
graded algebra is n G, under the usual bracket. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let [ , 1’ be u jlur n-hrucket on n G, with n 2 1 and 
suppose 
(a) n[A, Bl = ~dfV - qota4 1” (4 R E GA 
(b) q,[A, B]=q;(R)” (AeGo, BEG,, i= 1, . . . . n- 1): 
(c) q,[A,B]=O(AeG,, BeG,,p+q=i,p, q21); 
(d) c”=t,(A).v,, , tA~Go)i 
(e) (’ . q,! _ , = 0; 
(0 2x4 . v,, , = 0 (A E G,,); 
(g) 2A.7, , = -qi(A).q, , (AEG,, i= l,..., n- 1). 
If' Hk.' = Hk.' = Hk.' = 0 for k > n, then there exists a complete filtered Lie 
algebra bracket [ , IL 01; fl G, extending [ , 1’ such that n G, under the 
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usual bracket is the associated graded algebra of the constructed complete 
filtered Lie algebra. 
The proof of Theorem 4.5 is the same as the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
5. ISOMORPHISM OF Two COMPLETE FILTERED LIE ALGEBRAS 
In the previous section, we demonstrated conditions for obtaining a 
complete filtered Lie algebra giving rise to specified graded algebra. It 
remains for us to determine when two complete filtered Lie algebras with 
isomorphic associated graded algebras are themselves isomorphic. In 
previous papers [2, 3, 10, 131 criteria have been established for a filtered 
algebra to be isomorphic to its associated graded algebra. The 
isomorphism of two non-graded algebras is a more complicated problem. 
We begin by fixing a graded algera JJ G, for the remainder of this 
section. Let L and M be filtered algebras with associated graded algebras 
isomorphic to ~ G,. Fix such isomorphisms. Denote the bracket opera- 
tionsonLandMby [ , ],and [ , Inn, respectively. An n th isomorphism 
(or n-map) is a linear map *: L -+ M satisfying 
(a) ti(L,) c Mp; 
(b) L, -+$MP -M,/M,+, =G, is the map L, -+L,JL,+, =G,; 
(c) for -V YE& Crl/W, Ic/(Y)IM -$CX YIL EM,-I. 
If there is an n-map 4: n G, + L, we may define cohomological 
invariants cL, qt, . . . . ylf- i as before. For example, the map 
fi:GixG_, +G,ml (i=O 2 ..‘> n-l) 
defined by 
qi(A VI’ Cd(A), d(U)lL -4C4 VI (mod L,) (AEG~, UEG_,) 
represents an element ylf E Hom(G,, H”,l). It is easy to see that these 
invariants satisfy the equations of Theorem 4.4 if n = 0 or Theorem 4.5 if 
nz 1. 
In this section we generalize a theorem proved by Koch [lo]. Let us 
begin with the case n = 0. In this particular case CL(u, v) = [u, V] L 
(mod L,). 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let L and M be two complete filtered Lie algebras 
with graded algebra I-j G,. If II/: L -+ M is a O-map and cL = c”, then there 
exists a map a: L + M, such that 
(a) W,)cMp+l; 
(b) ($+a): L+M is a l-map. 
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Proof: Since cL - csu =O, there exists a map 6: G i + G, such that 
2~7 =2’. - C”. Let V,, be a vector space complement o L, in L, then V, = 
1c/( VJ is a vector space complement o MU in M. If OE V, is an element 
such that fi/;‘L,, = t’, then $(6)/M, = t’. Splitting the sequence 
O-+M, -+MlpG,,-+O, 
we obtain a map 
which we shall denote by CT. If we extend CJ to L by letting o(L,,) = 0. then 
we obtain the desired map. Let U, L: E V, with U/L, = u and L./L,, = u, then 
[(II/ + fl)(Q)> (ICI + fl)(@lM - ($ +o)C& flL (mod M,) 
= C’h(4, $(4l.u - $CK GIL + C9(45 44l.v 
+ lI4a ti(~)l.bf (mod MO) 
= (TM - FL)( u, t’) + acq u, c) 
= 0, 
completing the proof of the proposition. 
Before discussing the case n > 1, WC need a lemma. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let L and M be complete filtered Lie algebras with graded 
algebra n G,,. Let $1 L -+M be an n-map (n31). For XEL,,, YeLy 
(P, 920) 
C’T4XL $(Vl, -II/LX Yl,. EM,. 
The proof of the lemma is essentially the same as the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be complete filtered Lie algebras with 
graded algebra 11 G,. Let II/: L -+ M be u n-map (n 3 1) and suppose there 
exist n-maps I$[.: n G, + 1; and dM: n G, ---f M. If’ cl‘= c”, qf- = 11:’ 
(i= 1, . . . . n- l), and there exists a 5~ H”.’ such that (~;~-q~)(A)=~A fut 
all A E G,, then there exists a map CT: L -+ M,, , such that 
(a) 4L,,)cM,6.1; 
(b) (II, + a): L -+ M is an (n + 1 )-map. 
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Proof: Let L = Vi’ + ... + V:-’ + L, where Vi is a vector space 
complement to Li+l in L,. Defining Vj, to be ~&vi,), M= 
I’; + . . . + V; 1 + M, is also a vector space direct sum. Let x be the 
image of XE Gj in Vi, under the map dL. 
By hypothesis there exists a 5 EH”,’ such that for A E GO, 
(ylr -yt)(A)=tA. Let 5: G-, -+ G,_, represent -& then there exists a 
unique (TV E G, such that 
(ij,” - ij,L)(A, u) + [A, O(u)] - (r[A, u] = - [GA, u]. 
This cA induces a linear map from G, to G, which we shall also denote 
by (TA. 
If we split the sequences 
O+M, -+M,-l +G,pl -+O 
and 
O’Mx+l --)M,,-tG,+O, 
we can define maps 
and 
co. . vi-L, Vo,+ Go2 G,- AI,. 
+ [A, O(u)] - $A, VI + [CA, u-j (mod WJ 
= 0; 
hence, 
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We claim that Ic/ + (T is still an n-map. We need only verify that for ii. 
CE v,‘, 
but 
C($ + a)(u)3 (!b + a)(41 u - ($ + a)CC FII. 
= [It/(U). $(t-)I.%, - $[U, V]L + [a(U), a(c)].M -a[& Cl1 
+ Crc/(U)? 4Ql,w + C4a $(I’)lM. 
Only the last two terms may not bc in M,, r. The image of thcsc two terms 
modulo M,, _ , is c?O(u, 12). Since ~7 is a representative of - <, ?I? = 0. 
Now replace $ by rj + (T. By induction we may assume that II, has been 
modified so that [$(A), Ic/(C)],M - $[A, 61,. EM,, for /in V),, DE V, ’ 
(0 < i < p <n). Since yl;: - qi =O, there exists a unique r~-,~ E G, such that 
for AEG,, and VEG , 
Then o, induces a linear map from GP to G,, which WC also denote by g.,,. 
Splitting the sequence 
define CJ,, to be 
VT. “, V”v + G, 3 G,, - M,,. 
Define CJ: L + M, to be a,, on Vy, and zero elsewhere. We claim that for 
2~ VT, and CE V,. ‘, 
C($ + a)(A), (Ic/ + aN41,+, - (II/ + o)CJ: cl,. EM,. 
This fact follows from 
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As before $ + 0 is still an n-map; therefore, we may assume that $ has 
been modified so that 
M& Ic/(31‘44 -+[Jt a EM, 
for A E L, and 17 E Vt ‘. Since cL - cM = 0, there exists a map 6: G- 1 -+ G, 
such that da = CL - CM. Split the sequence 
O’Mn+l -+M,,-tG,-tO, 
and define IS by 
V,‘- V,‘- G-,5 G,---+M,. 
Then $ + CJ is an (n + 1 )-map since 
CC@ +0)(4> (ICI + ~)(fi)lM - (ti + aI& GIL (mod M,) 
= IIH49 ti(fi)lM -+lIfk GIL + ct4a ~(~)l‘M 
+ c44> IcI(fi)IM (mod WJ 
= C4M(4~4M(~)I - $CdL(~), 4LCfi)lL + wu> VI (mod MJ 
=o 
for U, UE VL1. 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let $: L + M be an n-map (n 2 1) and suppose 
(a) (,,,*)I = 0; 
(b) (y: G, + H”,’ I vC4 Bl = v(W - rl(4B)l{vl: Go -+ JP’ I r(A) = 
5” for some 4 E Hnsl} = 0; 
(c) Hom,,(G,, H”,‘)=O (l<i<n). 
Then there exists a map 0: L -+ M,- 1 such that 
(i) 4L,)~Mp+l; 
(ii) $+o is an (n+l)-map. 
ProoJ Let L= v,‘+ ... + I/“,-‘+L, and M= Vkl + . . . + 
V; 1 + M, be as in Proposition 5.3. Denote by A E Vi the element such 
that A/L,, 1 =AEG~. Define Fji: GixG_, -+Gnpl by 
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for A E G, and ti E G- ,. We have &j,(A) = 0. Let q, E Hom(G,, I!“,‘) be the 
clement in cohomology represented by ,I,. From Theorem 3.4 we know that 
%i4 Bl = ‘lo(W - VIAA Y (A BEG,,) 
and 
vi Cz4, Bl = vi(B)” (AEG~, B~(;,,i=l,..., n--l) 
By (b) there exists an element {E H”~’ such that 2” = q,(n). Let C? 
G-, +G,, , be a representative for -<; then there exists a unique oA E G,, 
such that 
&(A, t.) + [A, fqt:)] - 6[.4, c] = - [a,, c]. 
Regard ~7,~ as a linear map from G, to G,,. Splitting the sequences 
O-+M,,+M,-, -‘G,, , +o 
and 
O-+M,,+, + M, + G,, --f 0, 
we get maps 
CT 1: v,. I-% I’,;‘- G , “, G, I --- Jf,, 1 
and 
. co ’ v:‘, -5 If’.:, - G,,a G,-+ M,,. 
Derine CT: L -+ M,, , to be c , on V,, ‘, cro on Vy., and zero on L,. As in 
the proof of Proposition 5.3 
C(Ic/ + g)(A), (II/ + a)(Ql ,t,, - ($ + a)CJ, Cl,. E M, 
and Ic/ + ~7 is still an n-map. 
Replacing $ by II+ rr, we may assume by induction that 
for AE V),, VE Vi.’ (0 d i < p <n). Following the proof for Proposition 5.3 
once more, we construct a map c L -+ M,, such that 
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for A E VP,, 17 E Vi ‘, and I,!I + 0 is still an n-map. The induction step is now 
proved; hence, replacing Ic/ by II/ + CJ we may assume 
[I$@), $(fi)l,w -HA, 61~. EMn 
for AE& and 5~ V,‘. 
Define C: G-, xG-, +GndI by 
Then d? = 0. Let c E H”22 be the element in cohomology represented by C. 
We now show c to be invariant. Let 2 E VO, and ii, V E V;‘; then 
SO 
We have already shown [$(A), $(U)lM - $[A, ~21~ to be in M,. Let ~,Ju) 
be the image of this expression in G,; hence, the last equation modulo M, 
is just 
C‘yU, u) = [A, C(u, u)] - C( [A, u], u) - E(u, [A, u]) 
= CdA(U), VI + [% dA(~)l 
= ad,(u, 21). 
Therefore, c is invariant. Once again imitating the proof of Proposition 5.3, 
we construct a map 0: L -+ M,, such that $ + CJ is an (n + 1 )-map. 
We now proceed with the main theorem of this section. 
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5.5. THEOREM. Let L and A4 he complete filtered Lie algebras such thur 
the associuted graded algc4was of both L and M are isomorphic to n G,. Ler 
4,. : n G, -+ L and d,v, : rI G, + M he n-mups und .suppo.se 
(a) (Hk.“)‘=Ofi)r k>n; 
(b) {q: G, + H/‘,’ 1 t/[/f, 131 = t/(B)” - t@)‘)::‘,q: G,, -+ H k,’ 1 r/(A) = 
5” for some> 5E H”. ’ } = 0 for k > n; 
(c) Hom,,,(G,. H”.‘)=Ofiw k>n and 1 <i<k. 
!I’ n = 0 and c’. = c’~, then L z M. !f n 3 1 and cL = c,“, ~6 = q;“, . . . . qt.. , = 
I?; ,’ then Lg &I. 
Pro?/: We shall prove the case for n b I. Detine a linear map $: L -+ M 
by $ = #,Md/. ‘. It is easy to verify that $ is an n-map. By Proposition 5.3 
there exists a map g,,: L + M,, , such that 1+6 + (T, is an (n + 1)-map. By 
Proposition 5.4 there exists a map u,) .~ I : L + M, such that $ + c,, + (T, _ , 
is an (n + 2)-map. Continue the process and define $1 to be $, $1 = II/ + on, 
$3 =‘J+a,, +an+ 13 etc. Notice that ($m - $,,, I)(L)~ AI,,, ,. By axiom 
(c) for complete filtered Lie algebras $ = lim $,,, exists. Clearly ri/(L,,) c M, 
and [$(A’), $( Y)],M = rj[X, Y],.. It is easy to check that $ is one-to-one 
and onto, and so L 2 M. 
We state scvcral corollaries that follow directly from the theorem. 
5.6. COROLLARY (Koch). Let 1. he (1 complete Jlrered Lie al.&ra Iztith 
graded ulgehru 1-1 G,,. Suppose 
(a) (H’,2)‘=0 (i30); 
(b) {q: G, + H’+&4, B]=#l)“-i@)B)/jr/: G,, + H’,‘jr/(A)= 
<.‘forsome <EH’.‘j=Ofori>l; 
(c) Hom,,JG,, H’.‘)=O for 1 <i<j. 
Then L 2 1.1 G,. 
5.7. COROLLARY (Gunning). [f the linear Lie algebra G,, contains the 
identity. mup, then 1, z 1 I G,. 
5.8. COROI.I.ARY. If (Hi,‘)‘=0 ,for i>O and Hf.‘=0 .for i> 1, then 
L 2 n G,, 
6. AUTOMORPHISMS OF rI G, 
The results of the previous sections have depended on fixing an 
isomorphism from G, to n G,. To determine the effect of this choice, we 
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must study Aut(n G,), the automorphism group of ~ G,, and apply this 
knowledge to the results of Section 5. 
If CI E Aut(n G,), then CI acts on G, via 
Aa(U(), ...) Vi) = aA(a-+I,, . ..) a-‘v,), 
where AEGi and vj~GPr. There is a natural action of Aut(n GP) on the 
cohomology groups Hi,‘. Let < E CiJ, then a E Aut(n G,) induces an action 
cc* on < via 
(a*Lg(v,, . ..) v,) = cg(a-‘v,, . ..) a-‘u,). 
One easily checks that a(~, <) = ~,(a[); hence, the action is well-defined. 
Since ~~(5”) = (a, oaA for A E G,,, CI* sends invariant elements to invariant 
elements. Furthermore, if y E Hom(G,, H”‘), then the induced action CI* on 
q is given by 
a*(r)(A) = wW’4 
for AEG~. 
Theorem 5.5 now becomes the following. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let L and M be complete filtered Lie algebras with 
graded algebra n G, and let $1 L -+ M be an n-map. Assume also that 
(a) (Hk,2)‘=0 for k>n; 
(b) {q: G, + Hk’l I~C~,~I=V~~~~~-~~~~~~}I{~: G ff~* Ivl(A)= 
<Aforsome[EHk31}=Ofork>n; 
(c) Hom,,(G,, Hk”) = 0 for n <k and 1~ i < k. 
If n =0 and there exists an a~Aut(n GP) such that m*cL=cM, then 
LrM. 
If n > 1 and there exist n-maps qSL: n G, --+ L and dM: n G, + M and 
for some LXEAU~(~G~)CI*C~=? and a*ylf=ylM (i= 1, . . ..n-1). then 
LEM. 
7. THE GROUP OF n-MAPS OF nG, 
In addition to Aut(n GP) acting on the invariants c, qO, . . . . qnPl, the 
n-maps from n G, to itself also act on these invariants. If 4: n G, + L and 
4: n GP + L are n-maps, then there exists an n-map 0: JJ G,, + I-J G, such 
that 4 =Qo. If c, vO, . . . . q,, ~ i, are the cohomological invariants associated 
with d, we need only determine the action of q$ on these invariants to 
reduce the situation to that of previous sections. 
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Recall that an n-map ~7: fl G,, + n G,, is a linear isomorphism satisfying 
(a) rr(G,,)c G, x G,, , , x . . . . 
(b) G, -+‘GI, xGp,, x ‘.. +G, xG,-, x . ../‘G.,, xG,-~ x ... = 
G,, is the identity: 
(c) for X, YEG,,, [a(X),a(Y)]-a[/%‘, Y]EG,.., xG, x . . . . 
We shall dcnotc the set of n-maps from n G,, to n G,, by 2” or simply 
by .A if there is no confusion. 
7.1. LEMMA. .R is u group. 
Proof: Let cr, T E .#. We claim @‘T iS an iz-map. Verification of the first 
two axioms of the definition is easy. To prove (c), let A’, YE n G,,; then 
[flT(X), aT( y)] - aT[X, yl 
= [aT(X), d y)] - dT(X), T(y)] 
+a([r(X),T(Y)-r[X. Y])E(i,,-l XG,, x . . . . 
Now consider a-‘: n G, + n G, as a linear map. We show 0-I is an 
n-map. To prove (a) and (b), induct on G,. If XE G-, , let 
a(X)=X., +x0+x, + . . . . 
where Xi E G,: then 
x=oa-.‘(A-) 
=a(X ,)+a(X,)+ ... (mod Go x G, x ... ) 
=x ,. 
Now assume (a) and (b) hold for q < p and let XE G,,. Suppose 
a(X)=X , +x,+x, + .‘. (X E G,); 
then 
x= m-‘(X) 
=a(X ,)+a(X,)+ ‘.. (modG,. , xG~+~ x ...) 
= x, 
by induction. 
Finally, we verify that 
[c’(X), G ‘(Y)] -a-‘[A’, Y] EG, , x G,, x . . . . 
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Let a-‘(X)=A and o-‘(Y)=& then 
[o-‘(X), 0-l (VI -aplCX Yl 
= [A, B] -a-y-o(A), a(B)] 
z--g -‘([o(A),o(B)]-o[A,B])EG,-, x ... xG,x .a.. 
Clearly, the identity is an n-map; therefore, S is a group. 
Define a series of subgroups 
of ~9 where z E yt: if 
z(u)=u+zi(u)+zj+~(u)+ . . . . 
zp EHom(G-,, G,,). 
7.2. LEMMA. & is a subgroup of Yt+ and x+ 1 is normal in A$. 
We first prove the following useful lemma before proving Lemma 7.2. 
7.3. LEMMA. Let ZES@ and AEG~, then T(A)=A+z~+~+~(A)+ 
~k+i+z(A)+ ...) T,(A)EG, andk+i+l<n. I;fk+i+l>n, then 
z(A)=A+z,(A)+z,+,(A)+ . . . . 
ProoJ: Induct on k. Let k=O, AEG,,, and UEG-,. If z(A)= 
A+z,(A)+z,+,(A)+ ‘.., then 
CW), ~(~11 -zCA, 01 
= [A, z,(A)+ . . . . v+zi(v)+ ..-I 
-[A,v]-zi[A,v]- ... 
= CA, zi(u)l+ CA, zi+l(o)l+ ... 
+ IITS( VI+ CT,(A), zi(v)l+ ... 
+zj[A, u] +z~+~[A, u] + -... 
Comparing the ith terms, s > i + 1. 
Assume the result for j < k and let A E G,. If 
z(A)=A+z,(A)+z,+,(A)+ .-., 
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then 
[T(A), T(C)] - ?[A, Cl 
=[A+r,(A)+ ...,v+Ti(L:)+ .‘.I 
-[A,c]-r,+i[A,l.]- .‘. 
= [A, Ti(C)] + [A, Tj+ ,(c)] + .‘. 
+ [TJA), u] + [r,(A), r,(c)] + ... 
-s,+,[A,c]-z, ,,.. ,[A,c]- ‘... 
Observing the ith component, s 2 i + k + 1. If i + k + 1 > n, then r(A) = 
A+s,,(A)+ ... since [r(A), r(r)]--r[A, c]EG,, , xG,, x . . . . 
Prooj’of Lemma 7.2. To show & is a subgroup of X, we must prove 
that if (T: r E.% then CC’ E% and err E.%. The fact that (or E .z follows 
immediately from Lemma 7.3. To demonstrate that 6’ E .q, we induct on 
i. For i= 0 there is nothing to prove. Assume the result for k < i, then 
a ‘E&..,. Tfa-‘(t:)=~+ci-, + ... (u,,eG,,), then 
l:=aa ‘(c) (mod Gi x G,, , x . ..) 
=a(t’)+a(Ci ,)+ ... (mod G, x G,+ I x . ) 
=c+v,-,; 
hence, L’, _ , = 0 and .q is a subgroup of .x’. 
To verify that &+, is normal in &‘, let T E.%, , and aE ;q:(. Applying 
Lemma 7.3, a straightforward calculation shows that 
a-‘ra(z;) (modG, XC,+, x . ..)=c. 
Let 4: n G, -+ L be an n-map and 8, qk- . ..) qf;.-, the associated 
invariants. If a E 2, define (c~)“, (q,$)“, . . . . (~1; , )” to be those invariants 
obtained from the n-map 4a. 
7.4. LEMMA. For 0 E 2, (c’.)O, (r];)“, . ..) (yli I)d is a group action on the 
wxarxmts c’., qk, . . . . q,“.. , . 
Proof: Let a, 7 E .X. We show (q’)“’ = ((q:)“)’ for i= 0, . . . . n - .. 1. Let 
AEG, and IIEG ,, then 
Cli:)” (A, c.)= C&(A), 4a.(o)lL -&CA VI (mod L,) 
= [#a(A): 44c)lL -9CdAh a!c)l 
+ [a(A), a(c)] - a[A, t:] (mod L,,); 
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hence, 
= m3T (4 u). 
The proof that (c~)~’ = ((c~)“)’ is the same. 
Since (T E 2 is an n-map, ie have associated &variants CO, qg, . . . . qz- 1 
depending on 0. The following proposition gives formulas for (cL)q 
(qk)“, . . . . (rkP1)” in terms of CO, r]:, . . . . qzel and cL, yli, . . . . yf;-,. 
7.5. PROPOSITION. Let 4: JJ G, -+ L be an n-map with associated 
invariants CL, yt, . . . . yl:- 1 and suppose o E 2”. Then 
(a) (c~)“=c~+c~+~~~~~~~~~ where 
a(v)=v+ao(v)+o,(v)+ . . ..ugG>. 
and 
cri E Hom(G_,, G,); 
(b) if O<p<n-1 and AEG,, then (q,L)“(A)=qz(A)+qi(A)+ 
Cz~k+~qk(n~(A)) where o(A)=A+o,+I(A)+o,+,(A)+ ..., ci(A)eGi. 
ProoJ: We prove only (a) since the proof of (b) is similar. If u, v E G- 1, 
then 
(CL)” (4 0) = CMu), ddU)lL (mod L) 
= Cd(u) + &o(u) + &l(U) + . . . > d(u) + doe(;) + @l(u) + . . .I L 
-lp[u+ocJ(u)+o,(u)+ . ..) u+a,(v)+a,(v)+ ...I 
+ cyu, 0) (mod L) 
= CU(% VI + [4(u), d(~)lL 
+ 1 { [d”ktu)> 4(o)lL - 4[0k(u), Ol 
k=O 
- [Ib0k(v), d”)l L - d[I”ktv>s u1 > (mod L) 
n-1 
= c”(u, v) + ‘+(% v) + c, {Lfk(“k(U), O)-- qk(Ok(v), u)}, 
k=O 
completing the proof. 
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The action of .2 on the invariants 2, vi, . . . . qk , is more easily studied 
if we restrict our attention to the subgroups x and the quotient groups 
.7rpI! &‘. We first investigate how .q, and $‘, ,,i%, act on the invariants. 
If a~x;, and a(r;)=c+a,(tl)+0,_,(~)+ ... where DEG_, and C;E 
Hom(G.. ,, G,), then F(u, c)=&J,(u, u); hence, PE H”.* is zero. Equation 
(a) of Proposition 7.5 becomes (P)“= cL. Similarly (qf.)“= tlf. We sum- 
marize the action of Xn in the following proposition. 
8.1. PROPOSITION. The crction of -en on the invuriants cL, qt, . . . . q!,. , is 
triL.iuI. 
The first non-trivial action of 2 on the invariants c’., qt, . . . . qf , occurs 
when we consider the group S&n ,/.X,. Let 
a(u)=c+a, 1(u)+cT,,(t’)+ ... 
be a representative for g E x, , /,e w h ere C, E Hom(G _, , G,). Note that if 
T(U)=U+T, ,(U)+T,(C)+ ... 
is another representative for 5, then T,~ i = cT, _ , Since 
[a(u), o(ti)l = c?a,- ,(u: 1:) + [G,, l(U), 0, I(U)] + . 
is in G, I xG, x . . . . d~,,._~ = 0; hence, .we have a well-defined natural 
map 0: .Xn ,l;yi”, -+ HI’,‘. We claim 0 is surjective. If CJ,, ; E Hom(G._, , G,) 
is a representative for 5 E H”,‘, we may define r~ E .%;. , to be 
a(t:)=c+a, ..)(t;), LEG , 
and 
a(A)=A, AEG,, i>O. 
8.2. PROPOSITIOS. Let o, T E ;yt, , be representntices for 0, ? E 8, , :‘<%A”, 
respectively, and suppose 0(O) = 0(f). Then o und T act the same on the 
imuriants c’, ylt, . . . . rf,f- , . Furthermore, if 6 in&-es G’,, , E H”. II then 
(4 ($)a = 
i 
CL+ Ca,,rrol+a,, q; n = 1 
(.'.+.,]. , y:,- , n 3 2; 
(b) ~I,?)“(A)=~~-, +rlb(A); 
(~1 (rlj.)” (A)= vfW i= 1 , . . . . n - i. 
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P~OOJ: If ~(v)=o+~,_~(zI)+(T,(u)+ ..., then 
c~(u,u)=[u+o.,~~(u)+ . . ..~+a.-,(u)+ .-.I (modG,xG,+~x ...I 
=ao,tu, 01-t CO,-,(U)> On-I(fJ)l. 
Note that the second term vanishes unless 12 = 1. If IZ = 1, it is easy to 
show that [o,(u), CT,(U)] represents an element in H1,2 which we shall 
denote by CC,,, o,]. 
We also have 
$gA,u)=[A+a,(A)+ . . ..u+a.-,(u)+ .,.I-[A,u] 
-on-1[A,u]- ... (modG, xG,,+~ x -..) 
=CA,a,-l(v)l+[a,(A),vl-o,-,CA,vl 
=0 L l(U) + da,(A)(u). 
Hence, in cohomology, v:(A) = CT,“- 1. For i= 1, . . . . II - 1, 
fj’(A, u)= [A+o,(A)+ “‘, u+a,-,(u)+ ...I - [A, u] 
-a,[A,u]- ... (modG,xG,+, x . ..) 
= Co,(A), ul 
= aon( 
therefore, in cohomology vi(A) =0 for i= 1, . . . . n- 1. Now let Z be 
represented by z(u) = u + z,- 1(u) + z,(u) + . . . . Since e(6) = e(Z), there 
exists an XE G, such that T,- 1(u) - CT~- 1(u) = 3X(u); hence, 
ij,“(A,u)=[A+z,(A)+ ..*,u+z,-1(u)+ . ..I-[A.u] 
-Z,-l[A, u]- ... (mod G, x Gntl x . ..) 
= t-4 ~,-l(u)l+ CT,(A), fJ1 -?-I[4 01 
= CA, On-l(U) + LX VII + dz,U)(u) 
-on-114 VI - Lx, CA, VII 
A =gn-l (u) + MA)(u) + CA, LX VII - LX CA, VII 
=0 ,“- l(U) + cc4 Xl, 01 +%(A)(~) 
=(T L l(U) + ai-A Xl(v) + az,(A)(u). 
so G(4 = G(A). 
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The fact that C” = cT follows from 
c;‘(u, c)= [u+7,,-,(u)+ .‘., 
C+T, ,(t.)+ . ..] (mod G, x G,, , , x . . ) 
= CT,.. 1(U)> 7,- l(U)1 + [r,(u), cl - [7,,(c), ul 
= [a ,,-, (u)+ [X, 241, Gn. i(a)+ [X, t’]]+Zs,,(u, c) 
where (TV= [X, CJ~ ,(c)]. Since ?a,.. , =O, we need only show that 
[[X, u], [X, c]] is a boundary. Define <,~Horn(G I, G,,. ,) by lx(~)= 
[[X, u], X], then 
Finally, qY(A)=q:(A)=O for i= 1, . . . . )T- 1 since 
ij;(A,zj)=[A+a,(A)+ . ...c+cT., (r)+ ‘.‘I-[A,c] 
- G,[A, c] - . ” (modG, XC,,+: x . ..) 
= Ca,,(A 13 cl 
= i?a,(A)(c). 
Equation (a) of Proposition 7.5 is 
((,L)O = 1 
CL + La,, GOI + 60 . r?;, n=l 
I. cL+cJ,-l .v, ,, n>2 
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while equation (b) yields 
mu (A) = ?,LW + of- 1 
and 
h3” (A) = vlw> i = 1, . ..) n - 1. 
The proof of the proposition is now complete. 
9. THE GROUPS yi”& I/XP 
The action of the groups yi”,_JXP (p = 1, . . . . n - 1) on cL, ylk, . . . . y~k-r is 
more complicated. To study XP- 1/XP, it is necessary to study the map 
Ad,: JJ G, + n G, first. We can then construct an injective map 
Xp_,/(Xp v Ad,) + (HP31)‘. 
ForX~Gp(pkl)detineAd,:~Gp-+~Gpby 
Ad, Y= Y+ [X, Y] + (1/2!)[X, [X, Yl] 
+ (1/3!)[X, [X, cx Ylll+ .-a. 
The map Ad, is an n-map and an automorphism of n G,. For XE G,, 
Ad, gXpp-r. Denote the set of all such Ad, by Ad,. Clearly Ad, is a 
subgroup of yi”* _ 1. 
9.1. LEMMA. The subgroup (Z* v Ad,) of yi”,- 1 generated by 2$ and 
Ad, is normal in Xp _ 1. 
ProoJ Since XP is normal in yi”,- 1, ( Xp v Ad,) = yl”, Ad, = 
Ad,Xp. Let ISE%~-~, ZEX~, and XEG,; then 
g- ‘2 Ad,@(v) (modG, xGp+l x . ..) 
=a -%a(zl) + o-qx, o(v)] + (l/2!) 
x LX C-K 4u)ll + ... (mod G, xG,+, x ..-) 
=(i -lw(tl) (mod G, x G,,, x . ..) 
=!I 
by Lemma 7.3. 
We now determine the action of Ad, on cL, yk, . . . . rk- 1. 
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9.2. PROPOSITION. Let XgGp (~=l,...,n-1); then 
(a) (~f)*~~ (A) = q;(A) (i= 1, . . . . n - 1); 
(b) (dy)Ad” (A) = d&4) + v;(W”; 
(c) (c’~)“d”=CL+cx.r/; ,. 
Proof: By Proposition 7.5 
(qfp (‘4) = r/f(A) + r/;4dX(A) + qf; ,[X AI 
+ (li2!) q;-, &K LX All 
+ ... +(l/k!)f++JX c~~~c~>~111, 
where in the last term there are k X’s and i + kp d n - 1. Since Ad, E 
Aut(n G,), qFdx(A) = 0. By Theorem 3.4 
(&Ad” (A) = &A) (i’ 1: . ..) n- I) 
and 
(q;pd” (A) = q&4) + r@-)“. 
Applying Proposition 7.5 once more, we obtain 
(Pydx (24, c) 
= c’-(u, I;) + Pdqu, u) + fj;.. ,( [X, u], u) - fj;- I( [X, c-j, u) 
+ w2w:, ,(CX cx Ull? L:)-~;p~,(cx rx cl13 u) 
+ 
where in the last term there are k X’s and kp <n. The term cAdw vanishes. 
By Theorem 3.4 
(CL)“d”(U,u)=CL(U,U)+dX.~~ ,(u,u) 
+ u/wL,- I(CK cx ull, VI 
-ijzp. ,(CX rx ~117 u)). 
Ifp > 1, the last term vanishes; otherwise, by Theorem 3.4 it is a boundary 
term since 
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Letting 5,: G-, + G, be defined by rX(u) = [X, vt(X, u)] and noting that 
&/f = 0, the last expression is equal to dtX(u, c). The proof of the proposi- 
tion is now complete. 
We now define a map 
8: Xp ,/.T + (HP.‘)’ 
for p = 1, . . . . n - 1. Let a(u) = u + cr,, ,(u) + (T,,(G) + . . . be a representative 
for (TE.%~. ,/Xjj. If r(u)=v+r,.. ,(c)+T~(~.)+ ... is another repre- 
sentative then (T,, , = T,, , Since 
CfJ(u), 4~11 (mod G, z XC,-, x . ..) 
= [u+a, .,(u)+ . . . . 
u+a,-,(u)+ ...I (mod G, 2 XC,-, x . ..) 
= c?a,- ,(u, c) 
and p<n-1: ~?a,, , =O. Let CP-, E HP.l be the element represented by 
c7 P-,. If AEGo, then 
CW), a(u)I - dk VI (modG,xG,+, x . ..) 
= [A +a,(A)+ . ..) u+a, ,(u)+ ...I 
-[A,u]-a,~,[A,u]- ... (modG, xG,+, x . ..) 
= c,“- ,(c) + hJ,(A)(u). 
If p < n - 1, then u,“. r(u) = da,(A)(o); hence, WC may define 
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8(5)=6,,-, 
Let 5, r~ .Z,-. ,/XP have representatives a(c) = c + c,, ,(r) + . and 
r(tl)=c+r, ,(c)+ . ..) respectively, and suppose Q(C) = e(T), then there 
exists an XE G, such that 
(Tp. r(c)=7p ,(t.)+~x(c)=7~,~,(c)+ [X, c]. 
However, 
Ad, T(C) (mod G, x G, , , x ) 
=Ad,c+Ad,r,-,(o)+ ... (modG,,xG,,+; x ...) 
= 7, I(c)+ LX cl. 
We have proved the following proposition. 
9.3. PROPOSITION. For p = I ~ .. . . n - 1 
0: 2.. ,/‘(X; u AdGP) + (HP.*)’ 
i.F an hjection. 
Since we can calculate the action of Ad, on c’., vi. . . . . qf;. , and 0 is 
an injection, it suffices to know (HP*‘)’ to calculate the action of ,X, ,;$; 
on the invariants cL., qt, . . . . vi- ,. 
10. n-DERJVATJONS 
In general the map 0: %; ,/(.#; u Ad,) -+ (HP.‘)’ is not surjective. An 
element <E (HP’])’ is the image of some element in s%) ,/(.q, u Ad& 
under the map 8 exactly when 5 is induced by an n-derivation on n GP. 
An n-derivation is a linear map D: n G, -+ n G, satisfying 
(a) D(G,)cGi+, xG,+~ x ... 
(b) fI[X, Y] - [OX, Y] - [X, DY] E G,,-; x G,, x ... for X, 
Ye1-I G,. 
Denote the set of n-derivations on fl G,, by Der,,(n G,). 
10.1. LEMMA. I’ D, D’ E Der,,(n Gp) and (D’ - D)(c) E G,, , x G,, x . . 
for all CEG ,, then (D’ - D)(X) E G, x Gnfl x .‘. ,for (111 
XEG~ XC, x . . . . 
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Proof: We induct on XE Gi. If XE G,,, then for all v E G-1, 
cP’-DNw? 01 (modG,-, xG, x ...) 
= [X, (D/-D)(u)] -(D’-D)[X, v] (mod G,_, x G, x . ..) 
=o; 
hence, (D’-D)(X)EG, xG,+i x ... for XEG~. 
Let XE Gi (i > 0) and assume the lemma holds for k < i. If v E G-i, then 
by induction 
C(D’ - D)(W, VI (mod G,-i xG, x . ..) 
= [X, (D’-D)(v)] -(D’-D)[X, v] (mod G,-, x G, x ...) 
= 0; 
therefore, (D’ - D)(X) E G, x G,- I x . . . for XE Gi. 
10.2. PROPOSITION. Let 0 E s$ (0 < i < n - 1) with 
a(v)=v+-oj(v)+c7i+1(U)+ ... ok EHom(G-,, Gk). 
There exists an n-derivation D such that D(V) = Ui(V)a 
ProoJ Let D(v) = CJ~(D) and extend D to the rest of n G, by letting 
D(x) = ok+-i+l(x) (xe G/c). 
We claim that D is an n-derivation. Clearly D is linear and D(X) E 
G k+l x Gk+z X ... for XEG~. If u, v~G_i, then 
[u, Dv] + [Du, v] - D[u, v] = doi(u, u) = 0. 
Let XE Gk (k 2 0), then 
LX D(v)1 + CWO 01 -N-F 01 
= [XY 0i(u)l + Cci+k+l(X), ul -“i+kCXT ‘1. 
If k+i+l>n, then the last expression is in G,-ixG,x m.1. If 
k + i + 1~ n, then by Lemma 7.3 
0 = L-40 o(fJ)l -4-T VI (modGi+k+-1 XGi+k+a X ...I 
= cx+ Oi+k+l (X)+ ‘*.,V+Oi(V)+ ‘.‘I 
- [X, v] -oi+/Jx, v] - ... (modGi+k+l XGi+k+ZX -..I 
= [X, Oi(v)l + Cci+k+l(X)7 ‘1 -“i+kCX ‘1; 
hence, [X, D(v)] + [D(X), v] -D[X, v] EG,-~ x G, x .... 
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Finally, if ,4 E G1,, BE G, with k: I> 0, then 
[n,D(B)]+[D(A),B]-n[A,Bl~Gx+l,,xG, ..,, 2x ..‘. 
If k + I+ i + 2 2 n, then there is nothing to prove; otherwise, 
0 = [IdA 1, a(B)1 (modG,+k.,i.,xG,,ki.,~~x ,..I 
= [A+a,+,;,(A)+ . . . . B+cri+,,.,(B)+ ...I 
-C4Bl-a;-/;-,+,[A,Bl 
- . . . (modGi,,.,,+, xG,+~ AIt 3 x ...I 
=C~~~,+,+,~~~l+C~,+,+,~~~~~l-~,+,~,+,C~~~1 
= CA D(B)1 + CD(A), Bl - DC4 Bl. 
Given any n-derivation D, we may construct an n-map from D. Define 
exp D(X) = i Dk(X)ik! 
k = 0 
(x~nG$ 
10.3. PROPOSITION. The map exp D is an n-map. 
Proof. It is clear that exp D(X) E G, x G, , , x . and 
G,_‘_2P1GpxGp+, x ... 
-,G,,xG’,+, x -/G,,,xG,.,x ... =.G~ 
is the identity. A straightforward computation using Leibniz’s rule shows 
[exp D(X), expD( Y)] -exp D[X, Y] to be in G,, , x G,, x ... for X, 
YES G,. 
The proof of the next proposition follows directly from Propositions 10.2 
and 10.3. 
10.4. PROPOSITION. ZJ CE Xf (0~ p < n - 1). then fhere exists an 
n-derivation D such that exp D = c (mod .%$ ~ ,). 
Let D be an n-derivation such that D(G ,) c G, 1 x G, x ... (0 < i < 
n-l),anddefinefi:G i-+Gi.-,by&c)=D(l;)(modGixG,.,x...). 
10.5. PROPOSITION. Let 6~ Hom(G 1, G, ,) (0 <i< n - 1) be induced 
by DE Der,(n G,), then b represents an element D in (If’.‘)‘. 
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ProoJ: If U, VEG-~, then ab(u,u)= [bu,u] + [u,bv]-b[u, u]=O; 
hence b does indeed represent an element D in Hi,‘. If A E G,, then 
d”(u) = [A, b(u)] - b[A, u-j = [b(A), u] = c%(A)(u); 
therefore, DE (H”i)‘. 
Let BE (H”,‘)‘. If D has representative fi: Gel -+ G,- I such that D may 
be extended to be an n-derivation D, then there exists a (TE 
yi”p- ,/(s$ u Ad,) such that 0(o) = D by Proposition 10.4. Conversely, if 
CE Sp- i/(yio, u Ad,) such that Q(cr) =4, then there exists a repre- 
sentative D of Q(o) such that D may be extended to be an n-derivation by 
Proposition 10.2. We state this result in the following theorem. 
10.6. THEOREM. An element 4 E (HP,‘)’ is the image of some element in 
#p_,/<2p vAd,) under the map 
6. ~p-~l<~p vAd,,)--f (H 
P.1 I 
) 
exactly when D induces an n-derivation on n G,. 
11. EXAMPLES 
We shall give two examples to illustrate the power of our theory. As a 
first example consider the graded algebra n G, where G, c gZ(2, IF!) is the 
subalgebra consisting of elements of the form 
0 -a ( ) 0 (aE R). a 
The prolongations of Go are all zero; hence, we have the graded algebra 
( > 5: -; -(O)-(O)- . . .. 
One computes that the only important non-vanishing cohomology group 
of n Gp is H’,2 and that (H1x2)‘= Hls2 = R! has generator c(el, e2) = PA, 
where {e,, e2} is the canonical basis of R2 and 
The hypotheses of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied; therefore, c induces a com- 
plete filtered Lie algebra bracket on n G,. The group of n-maps acts 
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trivially on c since H”’ = 0 for i 3 0. An automorphism r on G , must be 
given by a matrix of the form 
r, SE W and r’ + .?#O. A straightforward computation of r*c shows that 
there are three distinct complete filtered Lie algebra determined by p=O 
(graded case), /I > 0, and ,!I’ < 0. 
As a second example let G,, c gQ2, R) consist of matrices of the form 
a h ( > 0 0 
and consider the graded algebra 
Go G, G>, 
(; i)-(i ; J- . . . -(;:-:; ;>-,O)- ‘.‘. 
Letting A, = (A 8) and B, = (i A), B,(z z A), . . . . B, = (E.:,z : “), one com- 
putes that the important non-vanishing cohomology groups and their 
generators arc the following: 
/p = w 
(fp2)‘= 0; 
HI.1 = R2 
(H’.‘)‘= &J 
” 1.2 = w 
(H’.‘)‘=O; 
H -R n I 1.1 _
(Ii ” ’ ‘.‘)‘=O; 
H n+ ‘.2=w 
(H 
n+ I.Z)I = 0. 
Let c(e,, e,)=aB,; qo(A,,e2)=/lB,,; and q,(Bire2)=-y,B,, (O<i<n). 
Equations (a)-(g) of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied. 
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We now investigate the effect of the n-maps. Recalling that (H’,‘)’ has 
generators e, -+/?I& and e2 -+/?Ao, and following the proof of Proposi- 
tion 10.2, construct an n-derivation D given by 
De, =Bo, De, = A,, DA, = 0, 
(DB,) = (i+ 2) Bi+ 1 (O<i<n), 
(DB,) = 0. 
The n-map exp D is given by 
expD(e,)=e, +B,+ ... +B,, 
exp D(e,) = e2 + A,, 
exp D(A,) = 0, 
expD(B,)=Bi+(i+2)Bi+, +((i+2)(i+3)/2!)Bi+,+ . . . . 
The n-map acts on c as in Proposition 7.5, allowing us to assume c = 0. The 
action of the n-map on H”+ ‘,l allows us to assume also that /?=O. 
An automorphism a of G-r must be given by a matrix of the form (; ;). 
One computes that 
ct*qi(Bi, ez) = yi/t”-i-lB,; 
therefore, if L = LYO...Yn is the algebra determined by invariants qO, . . . . r,, 
then any other algebra determined by invariants fji(Bi, e2) = AnPi+ ‘yiA, 
where 2 E [w must be isomorphic to L; i.e., 
if there exists a 1 E [w such that (PO, . . . . fl,) = (I”+$,,, . . . . ky,). 
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